NHERI Council Monthly Meeting No. 6, Y-7
Dec 1, 2022 02:00 – 3:00 PM EDT

NHERI Council Meetings

Title: NHERI Council - Fall 2022

Location: https://DesignSafe-ci.zoom.us/j/93877980476

When: September 1st, October 13th, November 10th, and December 1st all 2:00 to 3:00 PM Eastern (Meeting ID: 938 7798 0476)

Attending:

- Oregon State University: Dan Cox (EF Dir.) Hinsdale
- University of California, Berkeley: Sanjay Govindjee (Co-Dir.), and Matt Schoettler (Assoc. Dir. – Ops), Stanford University: Greg Deierlein (Co-Dir.), SimCenter
- University of California, Davis: Ross Boulanger (EF Dir) CGM
- University of California, San Diego: Joel Conte (EF Dir.,) LHPOST
- University of Colorado Boulder: Lori Peek (Dir., CONVERGE)
- University of Florida: Jennifer Bridge (EF Dir. and Council Chair) Powell Lab
- University of Texas at Austin: Ellen Rathje (CI Dir.) DesignSafe-CI)
- University of Texas at Austin: Ken Stokoe (EF Dir.), Tricia Clayton (CoPi), and Sungmoon Hwang (syongmoon@utexas.edu) (Operations Manager) Texas Mobile Equipment Facility
- University of Washington: Joe Wartman (EF Dir. and Council Vice-Chair) RAPID
- National Science Foundation: Joy Pauschke (Prog. Dir, NHERI)
- Purdue University: Julio Ramirez (NCO Dir., Council Secretary) and Dan Zehner (NCO Sch./Ops. Coord.)
- Florida International University: Arindam Chowdhury (EF Dir.) WOW
- Lehigh University: Jim Ricles (EF Dir.) ATLSS
Minutes

1. Attendance (Julio)
   See previous page

2. Review and Approval of Minutes (previously distributed) Meeting No. 5, 11/10/22 in Y-7 (Jennifer)
   Approved Minutes posted at: https://www.designsafe-ci.org/facilities/nco/governance/nheri-council/
   Minutes were approved as distributed

3. (15 min) Old Business – Post Summit Activities
   a. (5 min) Summit report preparation summary (Jennifer)
      • Share information about the sizzle reel with Cecile Gonzales from NSF.
      • Reach out to the GSC (Graduate Student Council about potential use of the videos)
      • Seek permission from panel and NSF for use of the material
      • Give opportunity to speakers to view raw material and veto or identify portions not for public consumption.
   b. (5 min) Next NHERI-wide meeting, 2024 (All)
      Discussion will continue in future Council meetings.
   c. (5 min) Schedule of Meetings January – May 2023
      Joe Wartman will follow up with Jim Ricles and Greg Deierlein to finalize dates. NCO will share final dates and zoom meeting details with individual calendar invitations.

4. (25 min) New Business - Next steps for strengthening NHERI community
   a. (5 min) Discussion topics for future Council Meetings (Jennifer).
      • Connections with professional societies
      • Collection of information on NHERI impact
      • Opportunities for the use of Social Media to disseminate the impact from NHERI work
      • Team Science Study
   b. (20 min) Facility updates
      Tabled

5. Adjourn
   Meeting adjourned at 3:00 PM